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Transport of superradiant excitons in GaAs single quantum wells
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The dynamics of resonantly excited 1s-HH excitons in GaAs single quantum wells is studied by picosecond
transient reflection and photon echo. The energy relaxation and transport properties of the excitons are probed,
making use of the surface electric field. At low exciton densities and 5 K, transport appears to be absent, and
superradiant decay takes the place of free excitons with characteristic times ranging from 5 to 13 ps, depending
on the well width. The polarization decay is governed by energy relaxation, and a coherence length is found for
these free excitons of;200 nm. Low in the exciton resonance, we measure a much slower radiative decay and
smaller coherence lengths, due to localization. Here both radiative decay and pure dephasing contribute to the
polarization dephasing rate. At higher exciton densities and temperature, transport is observed, induced by
exciton-exciton and exciton-phonon collisions. For free excitons it is demonstrated that the increased polar-
ization dephasing rate is exclusively due to exciton transport, and not to pure dephasing. For localized excitons,
pure dephasing processes prevail inT2 , and thermally activated transport is found.@S0163-1829~97!05847-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The radiative recombination of excitons in two dime
sions is fundamentally different from the three-dimensio
case. In bulk, the strong coupling between light and excit
gives rise to an interesting eigenstate, the polariton. Ra
tive decay, then, requires phonons or other translatio
invariance breaking entities such as defects, impurities
interfaces. Quantum wells~QW’s!, however, inherently
break translational invariance in one direction. As a con
quence, a radiative decay channel opens up, at least fo
citons with a center-of-mass in-plane wave numberqi

smaller thanp/l, with l5l0 /n, l0 the in vacuo wave-
length of the photon, andn the index of refraction. The
small-wave-number excitons have a giant dipole mom
since they are a linear superposition of a large numbe
electron-hole wave functions, and exhibit Dick
superradiance.1 This phenomenon is well known in atom
physics. It refers to the situation in whichN identically pre-
pared two-level atoms radiate from a region smaller than
optical wavelength. Their collective radiative decay rate
enhanced with a factorN relative to that of a single atom
The exciton wave function is also collective in the sense t
it represents a coherent superposition of a large numbe
electron-hole states. Superradiance has been discussed b
merous authors, both for one-dimensional~1D! Frenkel ex-
citons in disordered aggregates2,3 and 2D Wannier excitons
in semiconductor thin films.4–9

Hanamura7 calculated the radiative decay rateG0 of free
2D excitons with a zero center-of-mass momentum:

G051/t0524p S l

aB
D 2

gs . ~1!

Heregs545udcvu2/3\l3, with dcv the dipole matrix element
represents the one-electron radiative decay rate. One ca
560163-1829/97/56~23!/15282~7!/$10.00
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derstand the factor (l/aB)2 in Eq. ~1! qualitatively: the ra-
diative decay is enhanced with respect to the one-elec
case by a factor equal to the number of coherent oscilla
within the area ofl2. In a 100-Å GaAs single quantum we
~SQW! t059.9 ps, according to Eq. ~1!. Later
calculations,8,9 however, give values fort0 that are a factor
of 3 higher.

In these calculations, the excitons are considered to
ideal, i.e., of infinite extension, and thus radiate in a dire
tional way in exactly one single photon mode. In reali
however, excitons have a limited coherence lengthLc that, if
short enough, increases the radiative lifetime. Indeed, ifLc
,l, the superradiant effect becomes less prominent.
coherence lengthLc appears to be directly related to the pu
dephasing timeT28 of an exciton,10

Lc5A\T28/M , ~2!

with the in-plane exciton massM50.27m0 , andm0 the elec-
tron mass. The radiative decay rate for excitons in the li
of Lc,l reads10

G8524p S 2Lc

aB
D 2

gs . ~3!

There are a number of experiments that measure the
time of 1s-HH excitons in GaAs QW’s, mostly using th
technique of time-resolved luminescence. For a 45-Å SQ
Deveaudet al.11 deduced a value for the exciton lifetime o
1064 ps, based on resonantly excited exciton~REE! lumi-
nescence experiments and measurements of the reson
line profile. Vinatierriet al.12 obtained the radiative lifetime
of excitons to be 40 ps in a 15-period GaAs 150-Å multip
quantum-well~MQW! sample with 150-Å AlxGa12xAs bar-
riers. They combined a measurement of the luminescent
time with that of the homogeneous linewidth determined
15 282 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 15 283TRANSPORT OF SUPERRADIANT EXCITONS IN GaAs . . .
four-wave mixing ~FWM!. Recently a FWM study on a
SQW and MQW Bragg structures13 has indicated that the
exciton lifetime should be,10 ps. Wanget al.14 measured a
8-ps lifetime in a 15-period 175-Å MQW with 150-Å barr
ers.

Transport properties of REE in real structures appea
be dependent on the excitation position in the inhomo
neously broadened line. Hegarty and Sturge15 showed that a
mobility edge exists below which excitons are considered
be immobile. Excitons with energies higher than the mobi
edge show diffusive transport with a diffusion coefficie
D;10 cm2s21.15 In the last decade transport of resonan
excited excitons was studied by different techniques. Hillm
et al.16 measured the lateral transport of resonantly and n
resonantly excited 2D excitons, using a time-of-flig
method. The resonantly created excitons were shown to
diate from the island where they are created. Deveaudet al.17

demonstrated in a time-resolved luminescence experim
that nonresonantly excited excitons move from a region oN
monolayers to a region withN11 monolayers in typically
250 ps. Wang, Jiang, and Steel18 reported also in GaAs
QW’s a 100-ps time for the hopping of localized exciton
They employed high-resolution frequency-resolved FWM

Since the first experiments, the quality of the QW’s fa
ricated has improved to such a degree that REE in the h
energy wing of the exciton resonance are considered to
free and should have largeLc and exhibit pure superradi
ance. The question arises: what are the transport properti
these superradiant excitons? Using the observed superra
lifetimes and the maximum velocity of REE in ideal GaA
SQW’s of 104 m/s, we can directly estimate a traveled pa
within its lifetime of 1027 m, which is smaller thanl. This
calculation shows that REE are immobile but free. Of cou
the transport properties of the superradiant excitons ma
affected by scattering, e.g., exciton-exciton or excito
phonon interaction. The latter is shown to be important
elevated temperatures, brings the exciton to a state with
momentum, and thus makes the exciton mobile. The role
exciton-exciton interaction in transport of REE is not y
studied and is one of the main issues addressed in the pr
paper.

In this paper we present ultrafast pump-probe meas
ments on the lifetime, transport and dephasing of REE
GaAs SQW’s. To study the superradiant lifetime and
transport properties, we rely on a combination of two expe
mental techniques: transient reflection~TR! and photon echo
~PE!. In TR experiments, excitons are probed in a rema
ably sensitive way, namely via the screening they achiev
the surface electric field. We show that excitons created
the high-wing of the resonance at low temperature and
density, decay superradiantly, may be considered as a
coherent state, and indeed are effectively immobile. For
evated free-exciton densitiesNex.109 cm22 exciton-exciton
interaction is shown to produce transport.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr
the samples and the experimental technique. We continu
introducing the mechanism allowing us to study energy
laxation and transport of REE. In Sec. III we present
experimental data and discuss the results, and in Sec. IV
conclude the paper.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Samples

We used GaAs SQW’s fabricated on top of a sem
insulating chromium-doped~001! GaAs wafer. An intrinsic
GaAs buffer layer of 1mm is deposited on the substrat
followed by a 60-nm AlxGa12xAs barrier (x50.2760.01), a
thin GaAs layer, forming the quantum well, a 300-n
Al xGa12xAs barrier, and a 30-nm GaAs cap layer. T
samples are nominally undoped and molecular beam epi
grown at a substrate temperature of 580 °C. The quant
well thicknesses used in the experiments are 35, 50, 100,
200 Å. The full width at half maximum linewidths of the
1s-HH exciton resonances are determined by photolumin
cence, and amount to 5.8, 3.4, 1.2, and 0.6 meV, resp
tively. The reflection spectra all show a distinct dispers
curve around the 1s-HH exciton absorption. Spectra ar
given in Fig. 1 for the 100-Å SQW. The Stokes shift tur
out to be smaller than 1 meV for all samples, as judged fr
comparing the cw reflection and photoexcitation spectr
~not shown! with the luminescence. The immeasurably sm
Stokes shift demonstrates the high quality of the sample

B. Pump-probe setup

The experimental scheme is shown in Fig. 2. We use
argon-ion laser-pumped Ti:sapphire laser, producing a be
consisting of a 76-MHz Fourier-limited train of pulses that
split into two by a beam splitter. One of the beams is mod
lated at 100 kHz by passing a fast mechanical chopper.
other beam meets a scanning optical delay line, a pneum
shaker~Mannesmann-Rexroth Pneumatic KA-20 HUB! that
runs at a velocity of 0.1 m/s with a maximum delay of 0.7 n
Both beams are focused to an area of about (100mm)2 on
the sample, under a mutual angleu'8°. Different colors for
the pump and probe can be used starting with femtosec
pulses and filtering by insertion of a Fabry-Perot interfero
eter ~FPI! in the pump arm and a single grating monochr

FIG. 1. cw reflection spectrum~upper trace! and luminescence
spectrum~lower trace! in the 100-Å SQW at 5 K. The solid curve in
the upper panel is a calculation, explained in the text.
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15 284 56P. VLEDDERet al.
mator in the probe arm. The FPI has a free spectral rang
7.3 THz and a finesse of about 30. The monochromator h
resolution of 0.5 meV. The crosscorrelation of the two pul
is typically 2.5 ps. The pump and probe color can be cho
independently within the laser linewidth~11 meV!. Since
pump and probe are derived from the same laser, the rela
timing of the pulse trains is essentially jitter free. Altern
tively we used the laser in the picosecond mode~1.5 ps! for
PE experiments and TR with one-color pump and pro
beams. The intensity of the probe beam is taken at lea
factor of 100 smaller than the pump, but in PE experime
pump and probe intensities are equal.

We have chosen the reflection geometry to avoid etch
of the substrate and strain problems. In TR the probe be
and, in PE, light emitted in the direction 2u, are led to a
Peltier-cooled Hamamatsu C4777 photodiode. The ba
width of the photodiode is 100 MHz, the sensitivity 2
kV/W, corresponding to 70 electrons per photon, and
background noise 5 pA/AHz. The performance of this pho
todiode approaches that of a photomultiplier tube. We
modulate the photocurrent at 100 kHz over a 10-kHz ba
width, using a Rhode and Schwartz test receiver. The sig
is read out every 10-mm displacement of the delay line by
HP3458A voltmeter, and stored in a personal computer. S
nal averaging is performed by repetitively scanning the de
line. The sample is held in an optical flow cryostat that
temperature controlled from 2 K upwards. Experiments ar
performed with equal horizontal polarization of the pum
and probe. We checked that the results are identical
cross-polarized pump and probe in TR experiments.

C. Optically induced blueshift of the exciton resonance

Figure 3 shows examples of the signal for one-color pu
and probe TR experiments. Curve 2 is taken during ad
tional illumination with a cw halogen lamp (0.5 mW/cm2),
and curve 1 without the lamp. The signal amplitude sign
cantly diminishes by the illumination, but the shape rema
the same. We measure a signal in the case of pumping

FIG. 2. Setup for the pump-probe experiments in the TR geo
etry. Ar1—argon-ion laser; Ti—Ti:sapphire laser; BS—beam sp
ter; Ch—chopper; FPI—Fabry-Perot interferometer; MON
monochromator;D—delay line; Pu—pump beam; Pr—probe bea
C—cryostat; S—sample; PD—avalanche photodiode; R&S
Rhode & Schwartz test receiver;M—HP multimeter; Co—
controller delay line; PO—personal computer.
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probing resonantly with the exciton line, but no signal wh
either pump or probe is tuned out of resonance. The
signal appears to be negative near the line center, an
positive but small at the wings. The observed change in a
plitude suggests the involvement of screening of static e
tric fields by photocarriers.

To explain the signal we approximate 2D excitons by
sheet of Lorentz oscillators located at a distanced from the
sample surface, and the rest of the sample as a stack of la
with the appropriate dielectric constants. In a standard ma
calculation we computed the amplitude of the reflec
waves, normalized to the amplitude of the incident wa
both traveling perpendicularly to the sheet. The result
shown in the upper panel of Fig. 1 as a solid curve that tra
the measured cw-reflection spectrum~full dots! well. Subse-
quently we calculated thedynamicalreflection spectrum for
the case of atransientbroadening, shift, or decrease in ma
nitude of the resonance~not shown!. A comparison of these
spectra to the measured signals leads to the conclusion
the TR signals in our samples correspond to a transient b
shift of the exciton line induced by the pump pulse.

The origin of this blueshift is screening of the surfa
electric field by excitons produced by the pump. An elect
field is generally present near the surface, due to Fermi-le
pinning at the surface, and penetrates the QW. For a se
insulating substrate, surface field strengths ofE0
5105– 106 V/m are expected.19 The exciton resonance the
shifts by the action of the quantum-confined Stark eff
~QCSE!.20–24 We estimate the screening field ofN excitons
per unit of surface by

DE5
Ne

4pe0e r
, ~4!

with e the elementary charge ande0e r the dielectric con-
stant. For exciton densities of 109 cm22, DE51.1
3103 V/m. Using the result of Milleret al.19 for the coeffi-
cient a of the the QCSE,a51.7310211 m2 meV/V2, we
arrive at a blueshift 2aDEE0 , equal to 4 meV for E0
5105 V/m. According to our calculations this value corre
sponds to a change of reflection of 231025, within our de-
tection sensitivity.

-

;

FIG. 3. TR trace in the 100-Å SQW at 5 K without ~curve 1!
and with cw illumination~curve 2!.
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56 15 285TRANSPORT OF SUPERRADIANT EXCITONS IN GaAs . . .
Our observations are consistent with photoreflecta
modulation described in Ref. 25. In these experiments
exciton line shift was found to be induced by excitons th
could clearly be related to screening of the surface elec
field and the QCSE. We conclude that the surface elec
field in our sample is instrumental for generating a TR s
nal.

The TR technique may be used not only to study
decay but also the spatial transport of REE in an inhomo
neously broadened exciton resonance. A spectrally nar
pump frequency\v1 , for example, creates a spatial dist
bution of excitons

h0~r !}I 1f ~v1 ,r !, ~5!

whereI 1 is the intensity of the pump beam andf (v,r ) is the
homogeneousabsorption line profile at positionr in the
quantum well. Taking forf (v,r ) a Lorentzian of widthGh
with a local energy\v r , and an amplitude distributed ac
cording to a Gaussian of widthG i centered around\v0 , we
obtain

f ~v1 ,r !}
exp@24\2~v r2v0!2/G i

2#

@\2~v12v r !
21Gh

2#
. ~6!

Equations~5! and ~6! tell us that there will be a significan
exciton population created only if the local resonance ene
\v r is sufficiently close to\v1 , i.e., within Gh . The suffix
r of v r is to express that the exciton resonance frequenc
position dependent. Thus spectral diffusion reflects spa
transport. In a TR experiment, with pump and probe at
same laser frequencyv1 , we create excitons at position
given by Eq.~6!, leading to alocal and temporal blueshift o
the exciton resonance as explained above. Consequently
TR signal will drop as soon as excitonseither decay at the
location of creation or escape to other regions of the QW
TR experiments withdifferentpump and probe frequencie
we may probe the transport directly.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Low exciton density and temperature, superradiance

In this section we present the results of TR and PE
periments in SQW’s for low exciton densitie
(Nex;109 cm22) and temperature (T55 K). Figure 4 shows
a selection of TR signals for equal pump and probe frequ
cies in the 50-Å SQW at the spectral positions as indicate
the inset, the luminescence spectrum. The solid lines are
to a uniexponential function convoluted with the instrume
tal profile. The decay constantT1 decreases from 26 to 7 p
for increasing photon energy. Similar behavior is found
the other quantum wells: In the 35-Å SQW, the lifetime go
from 17.9 to 5.2 ps, and in the 100-Å SQW from 15 to 8 p
For the 200-Å SQW, the inhomogeneous broadening
smaller than the laser linewidth andT1513 ps. The decay
times, taken at the high-energy side of the exciton resona
namely 5.2, 7, 8, and 13 ps, apparently increase withLz .

The decay of the signal presented in Fig. 4 measures
of excitons in the region of creation. We show that under
present conditions exciton transport is absent, using res
of the one- and two-color TR experiments described now
Fig. 5 we present the one-color TR signal, curves labele
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taken in the 100-Å well 1 meV above line center at t
indicated energy 1 in the inset. Curves 2 are the two-co
measurements when pumping at the same energy as cur
but probing at an energy 1.5 meV lower in the line, indicat
in the inset. Clearly, no signal is observed for low densiti
Fig. 5~a!, in contrast to the case of high densities, Fig. 5~b!.
Quite remarkably, the amplitude of curve 2 in Fig. 5~b! is
much larger than that of curve 1 in Fig. 5~b!, signifying
exciton transport at high densities. The high-density data

FIG. 5. TR signal in the 100-Å SQW at 5 K, with pump an
probe 1 meV above line center~curve 1!, and TR signal with pump
1 meV above line center and probe 0.5 meV below line cen
~curve 2!, for ~a! 109 excitons cm22 and ~b! 5
3109 excitons cm22.

FIG. 4. TR for the 50-Å SQW atT55 K and an exciton density
of 109 cm22. Photon energies are indicated in the inset, wh
shows the PL spectrum. Full lines are fits discussed in the text
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15 286 56P. VLEDDERet al.
further discussed in Sec. III B. At this point we can alrea
conclude that exciton transport is virtually absent at low d
sities and temperature.

Now we compareT1 with the dephasing timeT2 mea-
sured by PE, under the same conditions. We fit a uniex
nential curve to our data, with the time constantt convoluted
with a Gaussian line to account for the instrumental reso
tion. The polarization dephasing time is computed by tak
T254t, the appropriate expression for inhomogeneou
broadened resonances. High in the resonance we then fin
ps in the 50- and 100-Å SQW’s and 8 ps in the 35-Å SQ
~data not shown!.

Lower in the resonance, however,T2 is larger, an effect
reported earlier by Hegarty and Sturge,26 and attributed to
localization: For the 50-Å SQW, we observeT2525 ps. For
the 35-Å SQW the elongation is even more pronounced.
the 100-Å SQW, which has the smallest inhomogene
width, however, the effect is quite small, namely, an incre
from 12 to 14 ps.

Polarization dephasing generally is caused byT1 andT28 ,

1/T251/2T111/T28 . ~7!

From the measuredT2 and T1 , we may computeT28 using
Eq. ~7!. For the 100-Å SQW, 1 meV above line center, w
find a mean value forT28548 ps, with a lower limit of 26 ps,
in any case much longer thanT1'8 ps. The large pure
dephasing time is also found for the 50-Å SQW high in t
resonance. This important result shows that hereT2 is gov-
erned by energy relaxation,

1/T2'1/2T1 . ~8!

Since nonradiative recombination of excitons is known to
negligibly small, and transport is absent, we conclude t
the T1’s measured high in the line in the 50- and 100
SQW’s are the superradiant lifetimes of free excitons. A
parently the exciton superradiates rather than collides el
cally. Hanamura7 pointed out that this remarkable circum
stance should be present for free excitons in high-qua
SQW’s. KnowingT28 and using Eq.~2!, we estimate the co
herence lengthLc , and find, for the 100-Å SQW,Lc
5190 nm, with a lower limit of 100 nm. This value is clos
to l, implying that the measured radiative lifetime of th
excitons virtually represents the superradiant lifetime of E
~1!. Indeed,T158 ps is approximately the predicted value
t0510 ps.

In the low-energy wing of the exciton resonance, in t
100-Å SQW we findT1515 ps, longer than high in the line
This points to a decreased value ofLc , in this case 80 nm
according to Eq.~3!. This value is larger than theLc com-
puted from Eq.~2!, valid for free excitons. All SQW data
taken in the low-energy parts of the line exhibit the sa
discrepancy. From this we conclude that the free-exciton
ture fails, and that excitons localize in the low-energy win
in agreement with earlier findings.18,26

B. High Nex and T, transport and dephasing

By increasing the excitation densityNex and temperature
T, we can study the dephasing and transport propertie
REE in the presence of interaction. As already discusse
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Sec. III A, no TR signal is detectable at low densities, at le
when the pump and probe energies differ by more tha
meV @Fig. 5~a!#. At exciton densities above 23109 cm22,
however, we measure a clear TR signal in two-color exp
ments, which is a direct proof of exciton transport@Fig.
5~b!#.

TR data for Nex51010 cm22 and T55 K in the 100-Å
SQW are presented in Fig. 5~b!. As stated above, curve
corresponds to free excitons and equal pump and probe
ergies. Curve 2 is obtained when pumping free excitons
probing the localized states~see the inset!. Curve 2 reveals a
rise taking 7 ps, followed by a delay of hundreds of picos
onds. Within the experimental resolution the rise time a
pears to be independent of the frequency difference betw
pump and probe. The rise time does, however, depend
exciton density~see Fig. 6, full dots!. As demonstrated in
Sec. II C, one-color TR experiments monitor local decay
superradiance and escape of excitons, while two-color
experiments probe exciton transport. The open dots in Fi
are the measured decay rates of the one-color TR sign
T1

21 vs Nex. A simple rate-equation analysis reveals that t
rise time should be equal toT1 , as observed. Inspection o
the amplitudes of the two-color signals and comparison
the results of the rate-equation analysis, lead to the con
sion that the speeding up ofT1

21 for increased exciton den
sities is exclusively due to spatial escape, induced
exciton-exciton collisions.

In order to examine the effects of exciton-exciton col
sions onT2 , we compare PE and TR experiments in t
100-Å SQW again on free excitons in Fig. 7. The observ
rise of T2

21 with Nex ~open dots in Fig. 7! is known to be
produced by exciton-exciton collisions.27 We find for free
excitons in the 100-Å SQW T2

2157.031010 s21

110.0Nex s21 cm2 ~full line tracking the PE data in Fig. 7!.
These values are in good agreement with ear
measurements.27 Quite remarkably, multiplication of this line
for T2

21 by a factor of 2 yields the line through theT1
21 data

~full dots in Fig. 7!, i.e., T2'2T1 , over the measured rang
of Nex. We conclude from this that in inhomogeneous
broadened resonancesanyexciton-exciton collision produce
transport.

We now turn to the question how exciton-exciton scatt
ing may induce transport of superradiant excitons in the
sence of thermal phonons. We consider interaction betw
two excitons in the inhomogeneously broadened exci
resonance. In an exciton-exciton collision process ene

FIG. 6. Decay rateT1
21 of TR signal pumping and probing th

free excitons~s! and reciprocal rise time of TR signal when pum
ing free excitons and probing localized excitons~d! as a function
of exciton density for the 100-Å SQW.
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conservation is now possible, when the potential energy
one exciton is exchanged for the kinetic energy of the oth
In a two-exciton collision aq'0 exciton may then gain ki-
netic energy at the expense of another exciton. The incre
in kinetic energy is typically the inhomogeneous linewidt
Such collisions inherently involve transport, as observed.
a QW with disorder, momentum conservation does not h
if at least one of the excitons involved in the collision
localized. A more detailed model of exciton-exciton intera
tion in disordered QW’s is required.

The situation markedly changes when localized excito
are excited, low in the line. These results are shown in Fig
Curve 1 is TR data with equal pump and probe energies,
curve 2 corresponds to probing high in the line, both at 5
As for curve 2, free excitons are probed in curve 3, but no
at 100 K instead of 5 K. We kept track of the shifting of th
band gap to lower energies by properly tuning the pump a
probe frequencies. The rise time of the signal when prob
at higher energies than the pump amounts to 13 ps at 5
with a greatly diminished amplitude compared to curve 1

Figure 9 shows the density dependence ofT1
21 ~open

circles! and T2
21 ~closed circles! at 5 K when pumping the

FIG. 7. Fast decay rate in TR~d! and PE~s! vs exciton density
for the 100-Å SQW at 5 K. PE data merge into TR data wh
multiplying by a factor of 2. Indicated with an arrow is 1/2t0 , as
deduced from TR data, at low densities.

FIG. 8. TR data in the 100-Å SQW at an exciton density of
3109 cm22 when pumping the localized states. The probe is re
nant with the localized states in curve 1, and the free states in cu
1. Curves 1 and 2 are taken at 5 K, and curve 3 at 100 K. The pu
and probe wavelength in curve 3 have been properly tuned to c
pensate for the shift in band gap at elevated temperature. Pump
probe energies are indicated in the inset, the cw-reflection spect
at 5 K.
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localized excitons. The timeT1 is, within errors, independen
of the exciton density. However, the dephasing rateT2

21 in-
creases withNex, but slower than for the case of free exc
tons. Apparently, exciton-exciton scattering induces deph
ing for localized excitons in a similar way as it does for fr
excitons, but does not affectT1 , in contrast to the free-
exciton case. Hence for localized excitons the transport
duced by exciton-exciton interaction is strongly suppres
in comparison to the free-exciton case. This is consist
with TR signals for pumping in the localized part and pro
ing higher. We note that the amplitude of curve 2 in Fig. 8
two orders of magnitude smaller than curve 1.

For elevated temperatures the rise time decreases~com-
pare curves 2 and 3 of Fig. 8!, but the amplitude increases
Obviously exciton-phonon interaction also affects the tra
port properties of the superradiant excitons, since the
signal increases with rising temperature~curve 3, Fig. 8!.
The amplitude of this curve is much larger than the amp
tude of curve 2 of Fig. 8 measured at 5 K under otherwise the
same conditions.

The rise time of the TR signal, when pumping localiz
states and probing the free exciton state, has the same v
and temperature dependence as the decay timeT1 of TR
when pumping and probing the localized excitons~see Fig.
10!. The solid curve is a fit to a thermally activated behavi
For localized excitons the thermally activated behavior ofT1
andT2 that we observed appeared to be consistent with
results of Hegarty, Goldner, and Sturge,15 and thus is not
discussed in detail in the present paper.

Finally we discuss the long decay of the TR signals, o
served at highNex or T, produced by the excitons after man
exciton-exciton and exciton-phonon collisions. We observ

-
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-
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m

FIG. 9. TR data~s! and PE~d!, vs pump power for the 100-Å
SQW taken at 5 K, when pumping the localized states.

FIG. 10. ~d! Reciprocal rise time of the TR signal vs temper
ture for pumping localized excitons in a 100-Å SQW and probi
free excitons. Fast decay rate~s! TR vs temperature when pumpin
and probing localized excitons forNex51010 cm22. The curve is
discussed in Sec. III B.
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decay time of a couple of hundred picoseconds that is in
pendent of pump and probe energies, in agreement with
luminescence decay time of nonresonantly exc
excitons.28,29Indeed, in case of high exciton densities or te
perature the excitons are expected to form a statistical d
bution over the available states similar to the one presen
the nonresonantly excited excitons, already extensively s
ied. In the limit of high density or temperature the excito
produce a Boltzmann distribution which no longer refle
the specific initial excitation conditions.

IV. CONCLUSION

To summarize, we obtain insight into the transport pr
erties of 2D superradiant 1s-HH excitons in inhomoge-
neously broadened resonances employing transient refle
and photon-echo techniques.

High in the resonance, and for low density and tempe
ture, the superradiant lifetimes are determined to be 5, 7
and 13 ps for 35-, 50-, 100-, and 200-Å SQW’s, respectiv
We show that the polarization decay is completely gover
by energy relaxation, leading to an estimate of the typ
coherence length for these free excitons of;200 nm. Exci-
ton transport is shown to be slow in comparison to the ra
tive decay, confirming the expectation that the resona
excited excitons high in the resonance are free but immo
de-
the
ed
-

tri-
for
ud-
s
ts

p-

tion

ra-
, 8,
ly.
ed
al

ia-
tly
ile.

Localization effects low in the exciton resonance give rise
a decrease in coherence length, an increase in radiative
time, and significant pure dephasing.

Exciton-exciton and exciton-phonon collisions are show
to induce transport between areas of different thicknesse
the quantum well. The increase of the dephasing rate of
excitons in the presence of exciton-exciton collisions is de
onstrated to be exclusively due to the speeding up of t
transport, and not induced by pure dephasing. For locali
states, we demonstrate that only a small fraction is mob
under conditions of strong optical pumping at low tempe
tures, that pure dephasing by exciton-exciton collisions d
play a role, and that thermal activation processes ind
transport at higher temperature.

The transport of the freeq'0 excitons in inhomoge-
neously broadened resonances at low temperature is pos
thanks to the exchange of potential and kinetic energies in
exciton-exciton collision. A detailed model, however,
lacking.
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